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Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks & Tourism 
Commission Meeting Minutes 

Thursday, August 2, 2018 
Gyp Hills Guest Ranch 

3393 SW Woodward Rd., Medicine Lodge, KS 

    Approved Subject to 

11/15/18 Commission 

Approval 
 

NOTE: An evening session will not be conducted because there are no public hearing items. 
Meeting will adjourn after all agenda items are completed. 

 

The August 2, 2018 meeting of the Kansas Wildlife, Parks and Tourism Commission was called 

to order by Chairman Gerald Lauber at 1:30 p.m. at the Gyp Hills Guest Ranch, Medicine Lodge. 

Chairman Lauber and Commissioners Emerick Cross, Tom Dill, Gary Hayzlett, Aaron Rider and 

Harrison Williams were present. Ward Cassidy was unable to attend. 

 

II.  INTRODUCTION OF COMMISSIONERS AND GUESTS 

 

The Commissioners and department staff introduced themselves (Attendance Roster – Exhibit 

A). 

 

III.  ADDITIONS AND DELETIONS TO AGENDA ITEMS 

 

Sheila Kemmis – Todd Workman will present Agency and State Fiscal Status in place of Robin. 

On last item, ASK Update, only Jessica Rice will be presenting (Agenda – Exhibit B). 

 

IV.  APPROVAL OF THE June 21, 2018 MEETING MINUTES 

 

Commissioner Harrison Williams moved to approve the minutes, Commissioner Aaron Rider 

second. Approved (Minutes – Exhibit C). 
 
V.  GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENT ON NON-AGENDA ITEMS 
 
None 
 
VI.  DEPARTMENT REPORT 
 
 A. Secretary’s Remarks 
 
  1. Agency and State Fiscal Status – Todd Workman, assistant secretary of 

Administration, presented this update to the Commission (Exhibit D). June was another million-

dollar month for the park fee fund (PFF), three in a row. As a caveat, the ACH deposit for week 

of July 21 won’t be included so these numbers would have been higher, that will be reflected in 

the August report. The Wildlife Fee Fund (WFF) number is low, $711,000, ACH is $336,000 

that has not been put in so actually a little over $1 million, in line with other years, nothing to be 

alarmed about. Cabin fund revenue history, FY19 $130,647, shows a slight decline from last 

year, but is one less full weekend. 



   

  2. 2018 Legislature – Changes to Regulatory Process – Chris Tymeson, chief legal 

counsel, presented this update to the Commission. A new law that is going to impact how we do 

regulatory process and it went into effect in late June. We had scheduled a vote on KAR 115-20-

7, revocation dealing with doves, published that regulation and as part of regulatory process, 

there are bunch of steps that you don’t see; one is it has to go before Joint Rules and Regulations 

Committee, they said it was not in conformance with new law so no hearing tonight. Because of 

new law, we have scheduled meetings for November, December and February on top of January, 

March and April meetings. I don’t have a grasp of the impact on changes and timelines but will 

probably cancel October meeting because we don’t feel regulations will be ready in time. The 

purpose of the new law is to provide more economic analysis on regulation changes. Also, there 

is another approval process through the Division of Budget that was not involved before, in 

addition to Department of Administration and Attorney General approval, which adds time to 

regulations getting approved. If regulation has $3 million impact or more over a two-year period 

it will have to have a second public hearing, not sure if those have to be separate and not overlap 

or can run consecutively. To get regulations for deer published in time to vote in March to allow 

for April nonresident application process, we may have to have two meetings in March to do 

that, assuming public comment periods can overlap. Possible problems with turkey regulations 

too; have not analyzed fiscal impact for elk and antelope yet or fishing. We will have more 

commission meetings and in some may or may not have regulations to vote on but have to have 

dates possible to make regulatory process work. Not anything we can’t handle, we just have to 

move forward, and it will require additional commitment from you. Chairman Lauber – Key is 

$3 million impact, or time to have various approvals? Tymeson – Adds more time to the process, 

the $3 million adds another hearing for that regulation. Chairman Lauber – Are Secretary’s 

Orders on deer considered a public hearing? Tymeson – No, not a regulation. Chairman Lauber – 

Wouldn’t that be the one that is over $3 million? Tymeson – That sets the number of permits, the 

regulation that sets season is where fiscal impact will be. Chairman Lauber – Hopefully some 

refinements as time goes on. As a commission we will comply as needed. Issue of significance 

would be expense required to set up each meeting and may be easier to have central locations to 

eliminate some of that expense. Tymeson – I agree. Sheila and I went over some dates and 

locations; as this cycles and smooths out we will have firmer grasp on times, which us puts us in 

precarious position for October; don’t know how long process has been lengthened, relying on 

other people to do approvals. Everyone in state government has been working on this issue, it 

will add time. Once we figure out double hearing issue, not clear guidance in statute yet, will be 

determined by Attorney General and executive branch. Chairman Lauber - Look at November 

and December now. Tymeson - We looked at dates, limited times because of holidays; possibly 

November 15 and December 13. Wait until the end of meeting to talk about future commission 

meetings and give everyone time to look at their schedules. Commissioner Williams – What 

about October? Tymeson – Don’t think we will have regulations ready by October. Chairman 

Lauber – It makes sense to cancel October meeting if no business we can accomplish. 

Commissioner Rider – November, December, January, February of every year? Tymeson – This 

first year anyway. For now, have to see how this is going to work out. Chairman Lauber – If we 

have key votes we can consider remote meetings. Tymeson – Trouble in the past with remote 

scenario. Chairman Lauber – Some commissioners may be able to attend, some not. Tymeson – 

We need a quorum, keep all of that in mind if someone can’t attend. Let’s move discussion to the 
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end of meeting and discuss further. Chairman Lauber – Not sure I fully understand why we have 

to change. Tymeson – A lot of back end stuff that you don’t see. 
 
 B. General Discussion  
 

1. Tourism Update – Linda Craghead, assistant secretary parks and tourism, presented 

this update to the Commission. Success of parks Todd mentioned, if you go back to 2011 and 

where we are today, if you were to take $485,000 in July this year that is almost doubled revenue 

since 2011; very proud of the team. Same kind of results in Tourism since 2008, saw another 

increase of 3.6 percent in local transient guest tax, which goes back to local communities to use 

in a variety of ways, increased to $45.2 million last fiscal year. Anticipate revenues for sales tax 

to be the same, shows 3.9 percent increase. I gave you a handout of a study done by the Bureau 

of Economic Analysis (Exhibit E). It talks about outdoor recreation and the impact it makes in 

the United States. Outdoor recreation economy accounted for 2 percent of gross domestic 

product in 2016. It breaks it down to $673 billion, consisting of motor vehicles, RVs and 

campers; boating and fishing; hunting, shooting and trapping; guided tours and outfitted travel; 

and multi-use apparel, which is the retail side of things. Overall, it generated more than 4.3 

million jobs. The website is on the bottom of handout. We are in consumptive business but what 

we have found is that the birding initiative in the state has been untapped and Michael Pearce has 

been out in western Kansa. We want to use Little Jerusalem in combination with Historic Lake 

Scott State Park to fully launch economy in western Kansas from tourism perspective, a premier 

location to come and see lesser and greater prairie chickens. We already have four bookings from 

Europe to come and stay in either Scott City or Oakley, also will be going to Quivira for 

waterfowl migration. Also, just booked two separate groups from the east coast, 26 people each. 

They pay to see, and the farmer is getting $50 per person and that money goes back into the 

community; looking to grow that economy. From birding perspective, but also standpoint of 

chuckwagon feeds, ranching experiences and those types of things. The destination for spring 

was Sun City. Other thing is spring digital campaigns (Exhibit F). Talk about two of them, state 

parks and fishing and urban angler efforts. Haven’t marketed state parks other than by word of 

mouth, Facebook and social media and website development. We ran a campaign that focused on 

the Kansan; ran 679,000 impressions on the radio this spring, 468 spots in total. We also did 

some native digital advertising; we put pixels on there and talk about Big Brother and knowing 

whether those are working. Estimate over past year we saw only 10 percent, know we had 2,578 

verified arrivals, times 10 is 25,000 people into the state, just by placing digital ad in front of the 

right people at the right time. With respect to anglers, focused on moms, people in urban areas, 

focused on creating a family experience, ran mostly in Kansas City and engaged them in trying 

to participate in fishing. Also, on native and Facebook ads, had 623 verified anglers, again only 

10 percent picture. People ask, how do you know they are coming; put pixel on website, 

someone clicks on ad, brings them somewhere on our site and we know that person has looked at 

our ad, clicked through to our site and maybe watched a video and maybe bought a license and 

actually came to Kansas. We don’t know their name, or who they are, but we can tell you the 

state it originated in; a 10 percent sampling, not 100 percent and that is through program called 

Arrivalist. Good results with digital campaign. We are going to work harder to let staff know 

when hunting shows are coming in to film in Kansas. Three coming in focused on upland game 

or waterfowl, The Flush, Sporting Dogs USA and Wingshooting USA. They are not only filming 

but pushing media in a big way. Little Jerusalem plans finalized, elevations measured and putting 

out for bids to build a parking lot, hopefully open this fall. Because of Senate Bill 331 had to 



have Flint Hills Trail Advisory Council in place, each of the commissions has responsibility to 

designate a commissioner or appoint a person and each city that is county seat also have a 

person; appointments were due August 1. The Speaker of the House will appoint first council 

chair and Senate president will appoint the first vice president, both members of House and 

Senate, but haven’t made appointments yet. They will meet quarterly on Flint Hills Trail. 

Showed video on Kansas travelks website. 

 

2.  Big Game Regulations – Levi Jaster, big game research biologist, presented this 

report to the Commission (Exhibit G). Introducing permanent regulations for review and 25-

series on seasons. On 115-4-2, general provisions that includes information on a carcass tag, 

registration including photo check option and other things. There were minor changes a few 

years ago to allow elk hunters to electronically register animals, no proposed changes. 115-4-4, 

big game legal equipment, required quite a bit of review, no proposed changes but currently 

looking at air rifles for big game and ammunition that has been developed, which many are also 

non-toxic options; may come back with more on that. 115-4-6, firearm deer management units, 

19 units, no proposed changes, keep the same because it allows us to do trend analysis. 115-4-11, 

big game and wild turkey permit applications, originally no changes, but recently had a new 

recommendation because of new season for elk set in August, move deadline for applications to 

second Friday in June for both elk and any deer permits, instead of second Friday in July, 

licensing folks scrambling to get permits out on time before seasons open. Also, with elk we 

don’t collect fees right away, make it a better customer experience for getting permits. The 

second Friday in June is also pronghorn application deadline. Commissioner Rider – Not 

proposing to change the start of application? Jaster – Haven’t talked about that but will need to 

evaluate. Mike Miller – Right now from mid-May to mid-June for antelope, so probably the 

same. Jaster – Same length but shifted time period. 115-4-13, deer permit descriptions and 

restrictions and outlines what permits are available where and what can be taken on those 

permits. Started in 2016 to not issue either-species antlerless-only permits and since then have 

had the lowest harvest on mule deer since mid-1980s, which is good because of concerns over 

mule deer populations and will continue to monitor and evaluate that. Not proposing any 

changes. (Handout on deer seasons – Exhibit H). Staying with traditional season structure, with a 

couple of potential changes to 2019-2020 deer season. We have had many comments that it is 

too hot in September for youth and muzzleloader hunting so considering option to also have 

period to access change and how that could be worked around, we are recommending that during 

the pre-rut season, October 12-14 also allow continuation of youth and muzzleloader season for 

those three days, gives them later option when cooler and keeps number of firearm days where 

muzzleloader may be used overall the same and keeps the days archers have to wear orange the 

same. Proposing to continue one-day season in January in DMUs with only one whitetail 

antlerless deer permit is allocated. Three lengths of whitetail antlerless seasons to work with: one 

day, five days and 12 days; the shortest season would not have a weekend. We would make 

adjustments on units that may or may not be included based on survey data. Youth and 

Disability, September 7-15, 2019, reopen October 12-14, 2019; Early Muzzleloader, September 

16-29, 2019, reopen October 12-14, 2019; Archery, September 16 - December 31, 2019; Pre-Rut 

WAO, October 12-14, 2019, which is Columbus Day; Regular Firearm, December 4-15, 2019; 

First Extended WAO, January 1, 2020; Second Extended WAO, January 1-5, 2020; Third 

Extended WAO, January 1-12, 2020; and Extended Archery (DMU 19), January 13-31, 2020. 

Chairman Lauber – Primary change is during October season, if you used your muzzleloader you 
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could harvest an antlered deer during that three-day pre-rut season, using muzzleloader only? 

Jaster – Yes. Chairman Lauber – Don’t see a problem and it doesn’t cause any more blaze orange 

inconvenience. Need to try it and see what happens. 

 

3. Private Lands Habitat Specialist Program – Wes Sowards, assistant director, Wildlife 

Division, presented this update to the Commission (Exhibit I, PP – Exhibit J). The Wildlife 

Division employs 29 district wildlife biologists and biologist technicians who work directly with 

private landowners, providing technical guidance on best management practices and creating 

habitat management plans through the division’s Habitat First program, as well as providing 

advice on the multitude of practices offered through the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This 

effort has been stymied in some areas of the state where landowners don’t have the equipment 

and or time necessary to complete the practices properly; or live in another state. We have field 

staff provide the technical guidance and some financial support, but there wasn’t manpower to 

implement the practices directly on the landscape. To address these issues, the wildlife division 

has begun our own habitat specialist program on private lands. Currently the Habitat First (HF) 

program offers a multitude of things, primarily cost share assistance on beneficial wildlife 

practices. Practices include prescribed burning, fencing out sensitive areas to quail shelter in the 

southwest. HF also provides job sheets with specifications and tips on maintenance for each 

practice. We provide cost sharing; technical guidance on USDA conservation programs and 

practice specifications; equipment loans like grass drills, tree planters and root plows; and 

limited assistance with practice implementation, which brings us to private lands habitat 

specialist program. Current limitations with HF is changing farming practices like no-till, CRP 

and limited available agricultural equipment for producers in certain areas to fully implement 

habitat management practices. We work with a lot of busy producers who lack the time to 

complete the practices to standard. Also, there is an increasing number of nonresident 

landowners and a limited number of contractors to take on the additional workload. In our 

approach, a lot of that like Public Land Division’s, we partnered with Habitat Forever, a 

subsidiary of Pheasants Forever (PF), to employ habitat specialists on the landscape to work with 

district biologists. The objective is to provide more efficient habitat delivery system where 

KDWPT and PF work hand-in-hand to effectively improve wildlife habitat on a broad scale. 

Also plan to educate private landowners on proper wildlife habitat management techniques and 

practices to further emphasize the importance of private lands on wildlife populations, done by 

completing practices on the ground. We plan to increase overall delivery of state and federal 

habitat programs, eliminating bottleneck and being able to do more habitat management on the 

ground and making more habitat plans for the future. Primary focus is lands enrolled in our 

Walk-In Hunting Access (WIHA) program and to address conservation issues with Statewide 

Wildlife Action Plan (SWAP) program targeting Ecological Focus Areas (EFA) in line with 

Habitat First priorities. Currently we have three positions, at Dodge City, Wilson and mined land 

district in southeast Kansas. The habitat specialist in Wilson district coincides with Smoky Hills 

EFA and primary conservation issue is managing succession to keep brush at bay on grassland 

landscape. The Dodge City position is addressing conservation issues such as grassland 

conversion and proper grazing regimes that increases sediment discharge to basins of playa 

lakes. Practices such as draining wetlands and cropland cultivation can degrade water quality 

from runoff and increased sedimentation. Trying to increase playa restoration efforts with this 

position. The goal is to expand to private lands. There is some successional brush management in 

this district as well. The position in southeast area, in mined land district, is addressing 



conservation of improper applied use of prescribed fire or infrequent burning that allows shrubs 

to take over, diving deep into succession issues and working on federal wetland reserve 

easements, which have degraded over the years with growth of trees and shrubby vegetation. All 

of these opportunities can provide good waterfowl opportunities down the road in southeast 

Kansas. For fiscal year 2018 we have treated about 500 acres since May; overall, Habitat First 

has treated 25,000 acres, 3-4 times as much as just five years ago. We submitted a PR grant for 

Habitat First program which allowed us to increase our capacity to deliver more projects. A 

distribution of habitat practices includes successional management, vegetation control and 

mechanical and chemical tree control, cover crop plantings for brood rearing habitat when chicks 

need it the most, and prescribed fire. 

 

  4. Hatchery System Update – Kyle Austin, assistant director, Fisheries Division, 

presented this update to the Commission (Exhibit K - PP). We appreciate time to showcase our 

fish hatchery system. The Meade complex, in southwest Kansas, includes adjacent to Meade 

State Park and public Wildlife Area and the fish hatchery, which had two full-time positions, we 

hired a third this week. It is 16 ponds equaling 20 surface acres fed by 100 percent well water, no 

surface water. Ten years ago, we put up bass propagation facility with a couple of raceways in it, 

where we bring in largemouth bass and spawn them up to 45 days before they would spawn in 

the wild, which gives them a competitive advantage. We control the photoperiod by using lights 

and timers and monitoring temperature and fool bass into thinking it is April and May. Two or so 

years after we realized there wasn’t enough space and we built two more raceways in the 

incubation space we had set aside. We had temporary incubation space set up, so we are adding 

an addition to include egg incubation room, laboratory and office space for three FTEs. 

Historically we’ve had problems with ponds leaking water, top off one day and low next day, 

really sandy soil and we have tried a number of solutions to seal those over the years. Tried soda 

ash to seal the ponds in 2014, we go into pond and take core sample to determine how much soda 

ash to use to seal bottom, go in and remove several inches of soil off the top, apply soda ash, 

backfill over than then add another layer of soda ash. We sealed four ponds in 2014, and earlier 

this year sealed eight more ponds. All of them, except one, were used for production this year 

and all 16 ponds are filled now. Come a long way in last 10-15 years. Other Meade infrastructure 

projects include: constructing a pole barn for equipment using existing concrete slab from 

pheasant raising days; replacing roof on old fish house, formerly a two-car garage, plan to use 

metal trusses and metal roof; construct walleye intermediate production building next to bass 

propagation building, part of statewide walleye initiative, includes water-efficient recirculating 

aquatic system, grow-out facility for two-inch fingerlings coming from fish house and raising to 

10-inch fish, on specialized walleye artificial diet and hope to produce 30,000 fish annually. 

Farlington Hatchery has 30 ponds that were constructed in 1939, with roughly 32 surface acres 

and water supply comes from Crawford State Fishing Lake. The Kansas Aquatic Biodiversity 

Center (KBAC) was recently completed and is slated for grand opening on August 16. 

Commissioners are invited. Funding came from Kansas Department of Health and Environment 

using Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA) funds, wildlife conservation funds and 

state wildlife grant from USFWS. This building will be used to propagate nongame fish, mussels 

and other aquatic native species in need of conservation and is the only facility in Kansas for this 

specialized culture work and one of a handful of state and federal facilities in the U.S. The 

recirculating pond is located on the back side of building. We toured a facility in Alabama a few 

years ago and came back with some good ideas. They stressed putting all of the plumbing and 
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floor drains so not tripping over water lines so that is what we did. We will have electrical drops 

coming off the ceiling and racks of aquarium stuff to raise these native species. Again, have a 

nice laboratory set up, these guys are scientists and deserve a good place to work. Pond out back 

is deep, and the recirculating system provides water to the building and minimizes need for water 

from Crawford SFL and is a continuous water supply in the winter. There is a harvest structure 

too, in case we ever use it for native species, we can get them out of there easily. Other 

infrastructure projects at Farlington include: completed replacing five water control structures in 

five ponds, including Kansas Kettle (other states using our engineering plans and call it that; 

basically a harvest structure built below grade of pond bottom) and when we drain ponds the fish 

come down into those concrete raceways, we have fresh water available and are able to harvest 

them and can take time getting them out of there; replace main pond dike along south side as it is 

narrow and leaks, in engineering phase; we have four FTEs who are also responsible for 

Woodson Rearing Pond, which is about an hour away. The agency has a major project at 

Woodson State Fishing Lake, repairing emergency spillway, working on the water tower. It has 

been dewatered for about two years, so we are going to replace siphon lines that feed the rearing 

pond, renovate the pond dike and improve harvest structure. We produce about 80,000 

intermediate-size catfish there each year and stock all over the state, so miss having that in 

production the last few years; we shifted duties and are making due. Milford Hatchery is 35 

years old, has six FTEs, uses well and surface water all year, 24 raceways. Recently installed a 

new alarm system, old one was outdated and would go off in the middle of the night, new system 

shows up on phone what the problem is and most of the time can fix it by punching some buttons 

on the phone and then go over and check it out. Have a new inside filtration system for fish 

house. In the past had two sand filters, new system will deliver 500 gallons a minute and that is 

where we hatch the majority of our walleye, striped bass and hybrid striped bass production; 

also, we have phase one and two walleye programs there. Six ponds built in mid-1990s, with 

water table high we had to line ponds with polyurethane liners. They are over 20 years old and 

will need to be replaced. Pratt Hatchery is the oldest facility, have over 80 ponds with gravity 

flow water system with well water and surface water available. It is the most efficient hatchery 

with the smallest budget of all the hatcheries and produces more fish than any of our other 

hatcheries. There have been many infrastructure projects there and are always fixing water lines, 

working on pond dikes and water control structures. In the near future: plan to seal leaking ponds 

with soda ash, replacing water control structures and repairing main water supply from 

Ninnescah River, a two-mile stretch that is dammed up and is gravity fed into the first pond out 

of a 21-inch clay water line; we have had a number of issues with it and at some point will either 

need to repair it or replace it.  Have five FTEs there. Doug, Keith and Robin have been 

supportive of fish culture section and I want to thank them for that support. Chairman Lauber – 

Idea when Woodson will be completed? Workman – Had a meeting yesterday with all of the 

engineering firms involved and spillway should be completed by the end of August. Chairman 

Lauber – If rain, will hatchery be usable next summer? Workman – Yes, if it fills up, that would 

be up to the fishery guys. 

 

Break 

 

  5. Bluegill Research Update – Ben Neely, fisheries biologist, presented this update to 

the Commission (Exhibit L). This is a project started this summer and wanted to give you an 

update on where we are at, what we have learned and how we can apply it to making fishing 



better. Bluegill, also known as perch and grouped with other sunfish, are found throughout 

Kansas. They are versatile fish, can be pursued for trophy, sport, sustenance, opportunity and 

bait. Bluegill are most important fish species for R3 (recruitment, retention and reactivation) 

efforts we are working on; easy to catch, can start with cane pole, a small hook and a 

nightcrawler. It is the first fish caught for many anglers. In 2013, licensed angler survey showed 

them as seventh most fished for species in Kansas. Currently managed with no harvest 

regulations and do have potential to support trophy fisheries, have in the past, but don’t have 

them right now. One trait bluegill have is that bluegill beds are distinct in clear water along the 

shoreline and males are the big, mean ones.  Males get in beds and defend them, prepare beds for 

spawning and attack anything that comes into that; that is why when you drag jig or nightcrawler 

through you are going to catch them. This leaves potential to harvest largest males in population 

and when you take the biggest ones out eventually you are left with genes from smaller ones and 

don’t have big fish anymore. We identified a broad, biological idea that bluegill is susceptible, so 

we worked with Susan Steffen and sent out a survey in early 2017; asked folks what they thought 

about bluegill management. There were 886 responses, 43 percent indicated they chased bluegill 

for bait; 73 percent indicated they chased bluegill for sport. When we asked if bluegill was sport 

fish or bait fish and 62 percent said it was a sport fish. We asked for bait size and came up with 

3-5 inches, sport size was seven inches, trophy size was 10 inches and anglers wanted to harvest 

five fish per trip to consider it successful. We thought we would see a north/south trend but did 

not see that gradient. Have broad biological background, susceptible to harvest, social aspect of 

anglers open to managing bluegill, and looking at specifics now. We sampled 34 small 

impoundments in August/September 2017, caught 7,000 bluegill, took age from 1,600 of them to 

get a good representation across the state. These waters were ones where biologists were 

interested in bluegill populations, whether slow or fast growing, big or little, something they 

wanted to manage. A 2-year-old is about 2 inches long, 4-year-old is 6 inches then taper off and 

grow up to 7-8 inches but don’t get much bigger than that. Once we got to 7 inches or greater, 

not seeing very many of those fish, a lot attributed to age, but once hitting age four they are 

disappearing from population at age four. We look at annual mortality of fish, a percentage that 

we expect to die annually and see a big range with bluegill; on average 64 percent, that is high, 

but expected, not only a sport fish but also a fish that other fish eat; expect to see high 

mortalities, from as high as 90 percent down to 40 percent. We need to export options to reduce 

this mortality if we want to look at bigger fish. Used two examples, KU Cross Lake is just north 

of Lawrence at Biological Survey field station, it is unfished, zero angler harvest; and Sheridan 

SFL, a popular lake in Sheridan County and gets a lot of bluegill fishing and growth curves are 

very different. At KU lake fish are growing bigger, faster, live longer and maximum size is 

bigger than at Sheridan SFL. When we have growth information and annual mortality we can 

estimate percent of fish that hatch that are going to reach 174 mm, 6.85 inches that anglers see as 

sport. At KU Cross Lake, 15 percent are going to reach that; at Sheridan SFL one percent is 

going to reach that 6.85 inches. This figure paints picture that angler harvest might be causing a 

bigger issue than we previously thought. They grow quick, and in different states growing faster 

than mean growth. From 1991 to 2009, we had 27 10-inch bluegill in samples, 2010 to 2018 we 

haven’t had one yet. We can manage nutrients and plankton to try and create food for bluegill, 

also saw some instances where nitrogen and phosphorus were influencing growth. Want to look 

at top-down management, similar to stocking saugeye to control crappie populations, seeing if 

predator densities, like largemouth bass, influence bluegill growth; and we saw no relative 

relationship. That leaves us with directive management. What we typically do, regulate size and 
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number of fish we allow anglers to harvest. We have a couple of options; minimum length limit, 

great when need to protect fish up to a certain size, one problem with minimum length limits 

would be if fish reproduce readily they can overpopulate and stunt. Another option is reduced 

creel limits; Wisconsin has been successful that, currently we are unlimited; Colorado, Missouri 

and Nebraska have limits, Oklahoma has limits on some impoundments; Texas, Louisiana and 

Kansas are only states with no bluegill regulations at all. Our biggest problem with this is they 

are considered bait fish in Kansas and limiting fish isn’t an acceptable answer. We looked at 

protected slot length limit which disallows harvest in a length range. Basically, get little fish into 

the slot, finite amount food in system, if too many little fish they are not going to grow big; so, 

get some little fish out to push others into the slot to protect for a certain amount of time then 

limit harvest of bigger fish. Slot limits are useful when anglers harvest smaller fish; useful when 

populations recruit well. We haven’t explored this with walleye because they don’t reproduce 

and recruit, but bluegill do. Implementation of protected slot of 6-9 inches should meet three 

main objectives: get development of new trophy opportunities, increase number of fish within 

slot to improve recreational angling, and allow harvest for bait. Chairman Lauber – Do bluegill 

in small impoundments like a pond spawn all summer intermittently or tight time frame when 

they spawn? Neely – Both, they peak towards the end of May and protect the spawn throughout 

the summer. Bigger fish will spawn early and then others come in and spawn on abandoned beds 

throughout the summer. Chairman Lauber – I catch fish that appear like a bluegill, but expect 

they are hybrid. Is that common? Or does that just happen in an impoundment? Neely – It is 

common enough that they are called technicolor sunfish, they hybridize readily, but indicative of 

anything. Some suggestion might not be enough bluegill so seeing hybridization but seem to be 

opportunists. Chairman Lauber – Happen more in cloudy water? Neely – Don’t know. Chairman 

Lauber – Think slot limit makes a lot of sense, but number caught in slot limit is small. Is this 

statewide? Neely – Four impoundments; Miami SFL, Gardner City Lake, Pottawatomie SFL #2 

and Jewell SFL. Jessica Rice – In research are you including hybrids or just bluegill only? Neely 

– No, bluegill only. Documenting when we see them and see them in most lakes. 

  
 C. Workshop Session   
 
  1. 2019-2020 Turkey Regulations – Kent Fricke, small game biologist presented this 

update to the Commission (Exhibit M, PP – Exhibit N). Provided additional handout with most 

current statewide production estimates completed with rural mail carrier survey, statewide 

looking better this year (handout – Exhibit O). Follows rule of thumb, in western Kansas when 

we get rain, get good turkey production; in eastern Kansas when you don’t get rain you get good 

production, when not as many flooding events. Things are better this year, not great. A better 

year would be if 100 poults per 100 adults, roughly two poults per hen. Have been on 10-15-year 

decline in terms of numbers of birds we are seeing each spring, but not declining at rate we have 

been; better this year. On statewide fall harvest, number of active hunters continues to see 

decline, in numbers pursuing turkey in the fall and total harvest has declined substantially since 

late 2000s, continuing trend. Of 1,200 birds harvested in fall 2017 season, about one-third were 

hens statewide. Most of remaining numbers will focus on spring harvest, we saw a substantial 

decline in number of birds harvested in spring 2018 season, 23,000 birds harvested, the first time 

we have dipped below 30,000 birds harvested in quite some time. Overall hunter success was 43 

percent, we have maintained high success rates for a number of years but declining in recent 

years. That is reflected in overall hunter satisfaction from surveys, decline in number of overall 

satisfied and increase in neutral and dissatisfied numbers. Every hunter has his own definition of 



satisfaction and that has become evident with declines in turkey numbers in number of permits 

and game tags sold. About half of hunters who buy a license buy a second game tag. The 

question becomes, what population of hunters is driving decrease in permits sold. The number of 

residents buying a game tag is dropping; nonresidents have peaked at around 15,000 permits 

with associated game tags. Residents are buying fewer permits and game tags. Spring index of 

turkeys per 100 miles, as abundance declines, residents are responding. In the northwest part of 

the state, for 2018, production estimates were 73 percent above five-year average; a decline in 

hunter success overall and decrease of adult birds. In northcentral Kansas, it is unique as there 

are a lot of birds and a lot of hunters in the spring, more nonresidents than residents because you 

are still in Rio country and a lot of turkeys in general, as well as a lot of public land and WIHA, a 

lot of pressure occurring there; overall declines in number of adult birds but potential recovery in 

production. The northeast sees highest pressure, a big decline in resident hunter success and 10 

percent decline in nonresident success; same story with number of adult birds and recovery. 

Seeing drought in eastern Kansas that is good for our population going forward. In southwest 

limited draw permit for residents, production estimates highly dependent on weather and number 

of birds translocated, however it has been a number of years since we needed to move nuisance 

birds or birds from other parts of the state, so low number of birds. In southcentral Kansas, lower 

pressure units, similar story, getting rain and see low production estimates but recovering and 

more stable in terms of number of adults being seen. In southeast, high pressure, high number of 

hunter residents and nonresidents, continued decline in hunter success, looking better in number 

of young per 100 adults. The resident hunter success is variable, we use adaptive harvest strategy 

for turkey units and overall, the NE, NW, SC and SE continue to be below 55 percent threshold, 

in terms of reducing opportunity and harvest in those units. Staff recommendation for 2019 

includes suspension of fall season in NW, NE, SC and SE; no change in unit 4 and unit 2. In 

addition to bag limit discussion, staff was asked to consider changes to the season structure 

regarding spring turkey season revolving around the early archery season. Our current structure 

has youth season starting on April 1, and I highlighted 2017 and 2018, different because of 

calendar shift. Starts on April 1 and goes through first full weekend; in 2017, it was only two 

days, archery started on the Monday after that weekend and ran for nine days and had its own 

weekend and goes through Tuesday before regular season starts on Wednesday after first full two 

weekends in April. In 2018, because April 1 fell on Sunday and not a full weekend the youth 

season was eight days long, archery season began on Monday after that and was nine days long 

and regular season started on April 18. One of the things we are look at is iSportsman data, how 

public lands are being utilized in eastern and central part of the state, where it is primarily at, and 

the breakdown of hunter activity, per-day check-ins and portion of days in each season. For 

2016, 2017 and 2018, majority of hunters on public lands are around 80- to 85-percent in regular 

season, doesn’t say if hunting archery or firearms, but if using public land; 80 percent focused on 

regular season, 15- to 20-percent in archery season and 3 percent in youth season. Similar results 

in harvest broken down in those same days. Also look at total harvest by equipment, and archery 

harvest, which includes crossbows, has increased through time. In 2015, early archery was 

separated from the youth season and has sustained 2016-2018. Looked at effect of regular season 

start date, April 7-19, since 2005, when season started, and subsequent harvest success. For 

example, when season started on April 13, one season had about 40 percent success, and another 

that started around April 13 had 60 percent. Slight trend shows earlier start dates have higher 

hunter success, peaks around mid-April, but not much of pattern. In years with a lot of turkeys, 

we have a lot of hunter success and when we see declines in number of turkeys, see declines in 
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hunter success. Staff would appreciate recommendations on three different options regarding 

spring turkey season: 1) keep as is, the calendar repeats itself every seventh year, chart shows 

each option and how seasons would play out, number of days per season and youth has flex with 

weekend, archery has nine days with a weekend and flex in regular season as well. April 1 is 

start date for youth and archery and regular season according to the calendar shift. Under current 

structure, the latest start date for regular season would be April 18 and the earliest would be 

April 12 and the years flex in between. 2) Is limited archery season, still exists but rather than 

flex in regular season, it would be in archery season, the main difference in verbiage would be, 

rather than regular season starting Wednesday after second full weekend, would be just second 

Wednesday in April; difference means three of six years archery season would be two days long 

and not guaranteed a weekend, and when youth season does not encapsulate, the second 

Wednesday is later in the season; youth would still get a weekend and archery would get a 

weekend; similar start date just moved up a couple of days; half time two-day season, half time 

9-day season. 3) Elimination of archery season; youth would start on April 1, regular season 

would start Wednesday after first full weekend, early archery would be zero days and earlier start 

to regular season. Two primary issues: bag limits beginning in 2019, recommendation from staff 

is to suspend fall season in NW, NE, SC and SE units; and seeking input on three options on 

early archery and regular seasons. 

Chairman Lauber – Have two issues, fall season and archery issue. Deal with one at a time, let’s 

start with fall season. This recommendation is not new, don’t like adaptive harvest structure 

concept, takes away from true sport of fall turkey hunting. Recognize turkey numbers are 

generally rising but have not reached percentage of what we perceive as benchmark and takes 

into no consideration of maintaining fall season, strictly managed to enhance hunter success in 

the spring. Last year over 6,000 people who wanted to hunt fall turkey; the last two years an 

average of 7,500 people who wanted an opportunity to hunt fall birds with calling, busting and 

harvesting young birds is part of hunter strategy and concept. Based on statewide evidence an 

average of 350 hens was taken each year. On statewide level I view that as insignificant, number 

is insignificant, but opportunity of having one bird is more important to the sport. Last year, in 

spite of staff recommendations, we voted against closing fall harvest and will do that again. I 

think fall turkey hunting should be part of Kansas hunters’ opportunity. I have heard from 

residents and nonresidents about the reduction in number of permits and I understand that, but 

not harvesting enough hens to make a difference, this is a true sport. Commissioner Williams – 

Noticed in sales, hunters were not there, back to 2012 or 2013, there were almost 7,000 hunters 

who didn’t purchase licenses, so success rates are going to be down, and everything goes along 

with purchasing of tags to hunt. I am not a fall turkey hunter, but don’t want anyone’s 

opportunity denied because of the success rate. It is the hunt itself, it is not the bag and the 

success rate. I concur with Commissioner Lauber. Success rates go along with permits being 

sold. Commissioner Cross – I agree with what they said. Can you educate me on the rural mail 

carrier survey; explain process and how that works? Is that the sum-total of methodology used to 

make determination on recommendations? Fricke – No, we use rural mail carrier survey to 

provide information on how populations are doing. In terms of harvest strategy, it is dictated 

only by resident hunter success, with the logic that is indicative of turkey population. As resident 

hunter success declines, the number of turkeys available is declining as well. In terms of rural 

mail carrier survey, which is conducted four times a year (spring, summer, fall and winter) and 

the rural mail carriers in the state are sent a postcard and for five days for each of those seasons, 

fill out what they see along the roads. In the spring, turkeys are most visible, the one conducted 



in April and is likely what hunters on-the-ground are seeing. Chairman Lauber – I would like to 

have the department consider modifying adaptive harvest strategy to include a modest position to 

retain fall turkey hunting. It is going to be a long time before we get the success numbers back up 

in excess of 60 percent and will have the same issue every year. Harrison is right, it is not about 

the harvest it is hunt; something intrigues me and my grandchildren when they hear a flock of 

young turkeys in the timber clucking in the morning. It is an exciting hunt and an opportunity for 

recruitment, don’t have to sit as still, a lot of value and adaptive harvest strategy throws that out 

the window and discards it to save 350 birds. The likelihood is you continue to make this 

recommendation, we will question it and quite likely vote it down again. We haven’t had a vote 

but have had three people speak. From last year a lot of people haven’t changed, can we poll 

commissioners? Tymeson – Debate is signaling your position. Commissioner Rider – How many 

fall birds are taken statewide? Chairman Lauber – 1,183 in 2017 and 378 were hens and an 

average of 350 birds in 2016 and 2017 that were hens; the majority are bearded. Commissioner 

Dill – On adaptive harvest strategy, is 55 percent the magic number or 60 percent. Fricke – It is 

both, in terms of reductions in hunting pressure, for example removing fall season, or going to 

one spring and one fall, or from four permits and three game tags and down to one in the fall, all 

set in motion if hunter success rate is below 55 percent, for two consecutive years. The 60 

percent comes in when increasing opportunity. Commissioner Dill – Why is 55 percent the 

magic number? Fricke – No magic number, desire of where we would like to keep turkey 

population in the state, not only in number of birds but in harvest success. Commissioner Cross – 

Same trends in surrounding states that have turkey hunting? Fricke – Certainly, as birds were 

translocated in mid- to late-1970s, numbers took off; saw peak in early- to mid-2000s, in 

abundance and harvest. The years may not change, but true throughout the southeastern U.S. and 

up through the Great Plains. Missouri and Arkansas have seen these declines and if they saw 

spring hunting success of 43 percent they would be happy with that. They don’t have the number 

of birds to sustain that, more 20 to 25 percent on a good year, of overall hunter success. 

Nebraska is continuing to see hunter success of 60 to 65 percent but starting to see declines as 

well; seeing fewer hunters and fewer birds, not as good of landscape for turkeys overall. How 

low do we let things go before we do something? Chairman Lauber – Hunters self-limit 

themselves on the second permit as the number of birds decline, maybe with primary tags too. 

We may not get back to 60 percent, which is trigger to change the fall hunt and we will have 

eliminated fall turkey hunting opportunity, maybe forever, may never get it back. Like to see 

recommendation modified to include one fall bird in five of six regions like we did last year. 

Fricke – The way adaptive harvest strategy was constructed, at this decision point there are two 

options and still remain within the framework; one is to do what is recommended here, suspend 

the fall season in those units, or move toward one bird in spring with no option for game tag and 

still have fall season. Chairman Lauber – That tends to pit spring hunters against fall hunters. 

Number of birds takes care of second permit. If you were to do that, 6,000 fall hunters and 

30,000 spring hunters, spring hunters would say they want two permits. I think adaptive harvest 

strategy should be amended to protect fall hunting, not fair to have fall hunting as discarded sport 

based on statistics. Commission Rider – Any measurement where you would say, no fall season? 

Chairman Lauber – Not based on harvest numbers today, doesn’t make a difference. If we were 

looking at harvest numbers of shooting thousands of hens and having these declines I would 

have to say yes. To eliminate a season completely for 350 birds is swatting flies with a 

sledgehammer, don’t view this number as having an overall effect. Every hen that makes it 

through the winter has potential to breed, 350 hens doesn’t make a big difference, one June rain 
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in the southeast part of the state will wipe out more poults, wouldn’t you agree? Fricke – 

Certainly, it is a small number. However, I would argue that at some point something has to be 

done. In terms of turkey biology and turkey harvest management, the fall season is where you 

make that cut.  Chairman Lauber – We have a lot more to gain with turkey population, the sport 

and support of it if we leave fall turkey season open and have an insignificant amount of birds be 

harvested. When you manage turkey and deer you look at the numbers and if this starts getting 

significant; birds harvested has remained static the last two years and populations have been 

going up. Commissioner Dill – Have staff recommendation, but have legal counsel have 

language for an amendment allowing for one fall permit when we vote on it. Chairman Lauber – 

That would be good.  

Several members of KBA in the public, hardly anyone introduced themselves. 

Unknown - Why not give hunter opportunity to buy a tag at beginning of the year and use in 

spring or fall, however they see fit. Fricke – That is an option that has been discussed in terms of 

licensing and law enforcement and all of those things would play out.  

Matt Holmquist, Great Bend, bowhunter and president of KBA. Appreciate what you are saying 

about opportunity for fall and that is how we feel about spring archery season that we will talk 

about later. Kent, do you know the permit correlation between fall turkey purchases and 

statewide archery tags. My friends and I buy statewide archery tag and also buy turkey tag in 

case we had that opportunity. I appreciate what you are saying about protecting that niche season 

of fall hunting. Fricke – Don’t know specific correlations with archery deer permits in general, 

about 50 percent of fall hunters indicate they hunt fall turkeys opportunistically and 50 percent 

say they go out specifically to hunt turkeys in the fall. Tymeson – There would be a proposal 

based on what Kent is saying and if you chose not to enact it we would stay status quo and would 

not have to go through the amendment process. There will be a proposal for you, if don’t enact 

reverts to where we are currently at, which is what you are saying, which protects the fall season. 

Commissioner Rider – Chairman, you say you don’t feel numbers is enough to eliminate the 

season, because of retention or getting kids out there or opportunity? Kent, you are saying 

numbers are drastic enough to make a change? Fricke – Staff recognizes the potential impact of 

this number of birds does not have a huge population effect, but if decrease has potential to 

impact the overall population the fall season is where it is going to be at in terms of reducing 

mortality factor. I can’t say it is going to have a large effect, minimal effect at best. Chairman 

Lauber – Adaptive harvest strategy tells you that is what you are supposed to do. Fricke – We 

recognize the adaptive harvest strategy for turkeys in Kansas is a very conservative approach in 

terms of attempting to keep the number of birds and maintaining high hunter success. Chairman 

Lauber – The fall turkey season is an unintended consequence. Commissioner Rider – If you did 

not follow the adaptive harvest strategy, would you still make this recommendation? Fricke – It 

has to be in the discussion at some level. For example, if you ran the same scenario and use 45 

percent, it would reduce the number of units up for consideration, in fact several of the units 

would still be at potentially four permits in the fall. I would tend to argue that was a good move 

with declines in turkey populations and hunter numbers, to go from four birds to one in the fall. 

However, some units, specifically southeast unit, would still be at this exact same point with 

reduced threshold of 45 percent. Overall residents and nonresidents statewide would drop below 

43 percent and in some cases below 40 percent in consecutive years. We recognize this is a 

conservative approach but does seem to be playing out in following and tracking turkey 

population and resulting hunting success. Commissioner Dill – Do you think if you reduced that 

calculation to 45 percent it would go down to one in several of the units and still zero in one of 



the other units? I would like to see what that looks like, at 45 percent. If we leave the proposal as 

is and we vote it down, it goes back to the way it was, but we still have extra permits, probably 

more than we should in certain areas. We could go down to one in each unit, as I suggested in the 

amendment. Chairman Lauber – Back to the way it was last year would only be one each. 

Commissioner Dill – I was thinking there was one unit that had more. I would still be interested 

in seeing that. Fricke – I can send those out to commissioners. When harvest strategy was 

implemented, if instead of 55 percent threshold we had 45 percent there are some that would not 

have fallen below that. For example, the north central resident hunter success, would still be at 

up to four bird potential in the fall; if you look at southeast, they have been below that for the last 

five years. Chairman Lauber – Tendency to want to defend adaptive harvest strategy and want to 

defend and protect fall turkey hunting; heard my points and yours and the best thing to do is do 

what Chris is suggesting, if it doesn’t pass it reverts back to a fall season with one permit per unit 

with exception of southwest unit. Fricke – In terms of the strategy, there is that one/one option as 

well. Chairman Lauber – I don’t think that is merited at this point in time because fall harvest 

numbers aren’t significant enough. Now the other issue, opening seasons for turkey season. Like 

to suggest, we have three options provided, what if we provided a fourth option; to go back to the 

way it was before we made this change, where youth/disabled and archery started April? From 

public land statistics, youth not participating that great on public lands. The earlier the season 

towards April 1, potential to have enhanced harvest, archers would still get time ahead of firearm 

season and don’t think archers would compete that much with the youth. Fourth option gives me 

something I can support and not upset archery hunters. In that case, regular season would open 

on second Wednesday, and would allow youth and archery from April 1, would be 10 days 

sometimes, or 7-8 days ahead of gun season; like that idea as a compromise. Commissioner 

Rider – Combine archery and youth/disabled season? Chairman Lauber – That is the way it was 

for a long time. Not that much of an issue, a lot of archery hunters take youth too, but allows 

during the week and is a good compromise to let archery/youth/disabled have their own time in 

advance. Fricke – The primary reason staff brought that forward in 2013 and enacted in 2015 

with the split, was because of increasing number of archers so a lot of hunting pressure, 

especially on public lands during that early season when archery and youth were combined. 

Chairman Lauber – From iSportsman, data it looks like only one- to two-percent of public 

hunting were youth, I am all for youth hunting, but a lot of youth hunt on private land. I think it 

was unduly amplified in 2013 when we made the change. Fricke – The youth portion of season is 

small, regular season is going to be 45-50 days, nine days for archery and anywhere from two 

eight days for youth. In terms of the number of youth in our hunting population the two- to three-

percent using public lands is more than the number of youth in our overall hunting population, 

slightly disproportionate representation here. Commissioner Williams – Like to hear from 

bowhunters. Chairman Lauber – Wanted to see what commissioners said first. 

Holmquist – That is an interesting compromise. I would want public lands department input on 

that, but I think it stemmed from conflicts on public land hunts for the youth. Bowhunters don’t 

want to effect youth or disabled hunter’s opportunity either. Not opposed to it but wouldn’t want 

to take away from them, something to consider. Of three options, opposed to number three, 

eliminating archery portion but in favor of staying the same. For option two more discussion 

would be necessary. A lot of changes made by the Commission over the years have been based 

on opportunity for sportsman. To see us eliminate archery season would be taking an opportunity 

away for a group of sportsmen. We are talking about nine days in 61-day season so obviously 

opposed to that. If public lands not seeing conflicts, like going back to April 1 like we had it 
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from 2007 to 2014, it seemed to work fine. I am in northwest Kansas and I am only one guy. 

Chairman Lauber – If we were to take portion of days and shut off firearms on May 15 and have 

next 16 days as archery-only, those are not as good of days, the earlier the season the better the 

days. Holmquist – I started April 9 this year and didn’t kill my birds until the end of April or 

early May, every year is different, weather patterns and stuff like that can affect that, but 

typically agree early days are better. Firearm hunters should have their opportunity as well, 

choosing a weapon that is more challenging warrants a few days absent of all of the extra 

pressure, everyone should have opportunity and currently we do.  

Gene Brehm – Started with Fish and Game in 1982, retired 1995, had two statewide positions, 

started as still photographer and moved onto video. I got opportunity to do unique work with 

turkeys each March and April while photographing. I would argue a little bit, called in more 

turkeys than anyone in this building by a long shot, into a camera. I can without question say, 

dealing with turkeys not disturbed, but always called in more mature toms after April 20 until 

May 10 than any other time of the year. I am a biologist and the reason was when hens started 

nesting from 10:00 to 2:00 I could call toms in, prior to that I could not get a tom away from a 

hen. Data may not be of any use to you, but I stand by it strongly. I would support option one or 

four. Chairman Lauber – Archery hunters and youth will be able to get along, if my theory of 

compromise is not successful I lean toward option two, not as many days in a lot of cases but is 

something. In the spirit of compromise, we should do one of the two. Maybe public lands and 

your group should look to see if my option makes sense or fraught with things I haven’t thought 

about. 

Unknown – You don’t feel you are taking away opportunity of youth and disabled by allowing 

us to hunt with them? Chairman Lauber – A little bit, but I don’t think taking away that much. I 

think the vast majority of turkey hunters are gun hunters and there is something to be said about 

calling undisturbed birds and having that extra week has taken away opportunity for bulk of 

turkey hunters. When it comes to deer season everyone wants first weekend in November and I 

am trying to figure out compromise and I think my proposal of having them running 

concurrently is less sacrifice for archers and doesn’t take away that much from youth and 

disabled. Fricke – There was a reason we were presented with in 2013 when this decision was 

made, in terms of number of mentored hunts that occur on public lands and unique opportunity. 

From my standpoint, we need to consider them, increasing number of conflicts and pressure on 

public lands was primary cause for wanting to go to this current structure. We can have 

conversations and come back next meeting with more refined recommendation based on your 

input at this meeting and other comments and recognizing reason for change in 2013.  

Unknown – What was reason for the change? Fricke – Increasing number of conflicts between 

youth mentor hunts and archery hunters and seeing increased number of archery hunters using 

that portion of turkey season primarily on public lands. Chairman Lauber – I contend that limited 

instances of that got overamplified to the commission. At that time, we thought it wouldn’t make 

a difference, but later had consequences. Fricke – You are saying the consequence is later 

firearm season? Chairman Lauber – Yes, starting on April 18.  

Barry Raugust, KBA and retired biology teacher – Had opportunity this spring to take two 

youngest granddaughters turkey hunting this spring, one took bird on first day. I appreciate 

having youth season early because the birds are highly visible, the opportunity to see them 

interact and call them is appreciated. The second granddaughter took her out eight times, and she 

harvested her bird on the last day when you can’t see birds because wheat is tall, and vegetation 

is everywhere. Having the youth opportunity early is a fantastic idea. The fact that you have 



another 50-60 days to chase turkeys gives them ample opportunity to take a bird on public or 

private ground whether or not archers are with them or not. Commissioner Dill – I agree early 

youth is beneficial. Let’s do an informal poll, how many here turkey hunt on public lands during 

archery season; quite a few raised their hands. Unknown – Talking about WIHA too. 

Commissioner Dill – Kent, when you are talking about public land are you including WIHA? 

Fricke – In terms of data I showed, no that was just public land, but in general WIHA properties 

are certainly utilized during youth and early archery season. Commissioner Dill – I liked it when 

we started the same, youth/disabled and archery. I understand there is pressure because of public 

lands so could it be an option to exclude archery on public lands for that period, but archery open 

statewide otherwise? Fricke – Never considered that. Commissioner Dill – If youth using public 

lands that would eliminate the pressure, which is part of the reason the change was made in 

2013, do that and still have archery coincide with it, just exclude archery off public lands for that 

period? Unknown – That falls in same category as fall season, you don’t want to take 

opportunity away from somebody. You can’t exclude an archer from public land, can you? 

Commissioner Dill – I was just asking if that was an option. Commissioner Williams – That may 

also be difficult for law enforcement. Fricke – At very least could have confusion among 

hunters.  

Chairman Lauber – Option two and the one I presented is a compromise between option one and 

three. I propose we look at option all at the same time. Interested in what archers think about 

option two; some years it is nine days and some years it is two days. That doesn’t mean your 

season ends, you can still hunt when everybody else does too, it is your choice to choose a 

different weapon and make it more challenging. Gene Brehm – Show chart again that shows how 

many days on option two. Commissioner Rider – Todd, how many acres have we added in 

WIHA in last 5-6 years. Workman – I think a little over 1.1 million acres total. Commissioner 

Rider – That is total, we have added a considerable amount of acres in the last few years. Fricke 

– Are you talking about just spring turkey WIHA? Commissioner Rider – If the reason it was 

changed earlier was because of too many conflicts; I’m asking, have we added acreage now to 

help eliminate some of those conflicts? Jake George – We have seen some increases in spring 

acreage, but overall fall and spring together, no significant increases. We have been between one 

million and 1.1 million acres for the last several years. 

Unknown – See option one again. Why change what we are doing? Why was that proposed? 

Chairman Lauber – Heard a lot of complaints since day one. Unknown – It seems like no matter 

what we do it is wrong? Chairman Lauber – No matter what we do is wrong to some people, but 

I think we changed it prematurely the first time. I think going back is a way to compromise. 

Trying to modify it in such a way that not one group takes all of the blame. You are choosing to 

hunt with a bow, you get to hunt public land the first time and some people say you have to hunt 

public land the first weekend or the birds get call shy, whoever gets to public land first has an 

advantage over someone coming two weeks later. Discussion in crowd, could not hear.  

Unknown – On option two, if this sticks you will see in 2018, 2019 and 2020, you will see 

significant drop in archery tags purchased, I don’t know if a bowhunter would buy a tag if he 

only got two days to hunt. Chairman Lauber – He gets 50 days to hunt. Unknown – From our 

perspective. Chairman Lauber – You want exclusivity? Unknown – Absolutely, we are hunting 

with primitive weapons, not everybody uses a compound.  

Holmquist – Where are all the people upset about this change, in this room all I see is 

bowhunters. I drove 3½ hours, where are they? Chairman Lauber – Not everyone makes their 

opinion known by showing up at a meeting, a lot of people who don’t voice their opinion that 
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way. Holmquist– I agree. On option two, it is better than option three, but that is all I can say for 

it. Clyde is right, you will see decrease in sale of tags. If we went with option three I don’t think 

you will see an increase in firearm hunters but could see decrease in guys that chose to archery 

hunt, especially those from other states. With structure we have now it spreads out the pressure 

and everybody has an opener. I understand you want to have time without pressured birds too, 

but we shouldn’t be punished just because we use archery equipment. Chairman Lauber – You 

are not being punished, still getting priority.  Holmquist – Firearms can be used for 50 days, nine 

days if archery only.  

Tymeson – Question was not answered about a direction. Chairman Lauber – Like to have fourth 

option included for when we vote. Tymeson – Any other alternatives? Commissioner Hayzlett – 

I don’t mind the fourth option. Commissioner Dill – We are coming back with one, two, three or 

four, not all. Tymeson – In order to vote on a regulation, we have to have a firm direction and 

then if modifications or other people that don’t want that option, I need to know that. If the 

direction is we want option four, then I draft regulation change for that. Chairman Lauber – Lets 

do option four with a possible amendment of option two. Commissioner Williams – Are we 

doing away with option one? Commissioner Dill – Option one is as is. Tymeson – Option one 

exists if you don’t make a change; if you voted not to enact regulatory change, then it would stay 

status quo. Option one is always the “no” option. Commissioner Dill – If we vote option two or 

four and it fails, it will stay option one? Tymeson – Correct. Commissioner Cross – When will 

we vote? Tymeson – Normally in October, but November is what we are looking at. It is for 

2020 season. Chairman Lauber – You have to narrow it down from regulation standpoint to have 

one, a lot of times one and possible amendment? Tymeson - An option with possible amendment 

based on discussion. A second possible amendment would be a no vote on everything and stay 

status quo. Chairman Lauber – I would say, fourth or second option be a motion to be voted on 

and possible amendment have the other one and see where we are from there. Commissioner Dill 

– Do we need to change it? I would lean toward option two if we change it but okay as it is. 

Chairman Lauber – We’ve got to make a decision and that is what I propose. Tymeson – I have 

some direction and I will work with Kent to prepare language. 

 

Break 

 

  2. Park Regulations – Linda Lanterman, Parks Division director, presented this report to 

the Commission (Exhibit P). Talked about making changes permits for new state parks, Little 

Jerusalem and the Flint Hills Trail. Because Little Jerusalem is such a unique location we have 

had nothing like it in our state park system, the landscape is fragile so would like to implement a 

back-country pass for $50 to allow visitors to take guided hikes further in that area. We need to 

control that, so we know who is in there. Commissioner Dill – Each time to go down into it is 

$50? Lanterman – Each time you go back into it, we will have hiking public can use from a 

distance, but not going down in it. Commissioner Cross – The folks that want to come back to 

and not hike down into it, are they going to pay $50? Lanterman – No, just a park permit pass. 

Linda Craghead – When we went there, overlooking entire valley of heart of the formation, the 

hiking trails will take you clear around, a two-mile hike from parking area and that would be 

open to anybody just like any other park pass. Initially every backcountry pass would be a 

guided hike. Commissioner Cross – How many are you taking? Does $50 cover one, ten, five? 

Lanterman - $50 is one. On Prairie Spirit, we have had a trail permit pass, $2 for daily and $10 

annual. We don’t get use out of that and significant labor to enforce that permit regulation. I 



pulled up numbers since 2015 and we don’t even get $10,000 a year on those trail permits. We 

are proposing to do away with the trail pass to encourage more users on Prairie Spirit Trail and 

Flint Hills Trail. We have staff in those areas already and we could make sure people on the trail 

are safe but would not require a trail permit. For last several years, had seasonal camping 

program, which allows an individual to come in March through November to stay in one 

campsite and never move, called seasonal camping program and has produced good revenue. 

Because of people living in campgrounds, not for recreation use, felt utility prices have 

increased. What it costs on daily campsite permit is $19, 21 and $22, if you look at what these 

individuals would pay with these increases, it would be $12, $14 and $16.38 for parks at lower 

rate and parks with higher rate, which is Milford, Clinton, Tuttle Creek and El Dorado would 

still be lower than daily camp fee we have today. In those smaller parks it is an extra $100 a 

month, $150 for larger parks. It is still significantly lower than if you camp for 14 days on a daily 

permit. Commissioner Cross – Anyone from the public given feedback? Lanterman – No, not 

yet. Tymeson – Based on number of permits we sell, what will be the economic impact? 

Lanterman – We could lose a few, but the ones we lose are the ones we need to. Need to keep 

campgrounds clean, do not want to be a living quarters area. This is a great deal, it is convenient, 

they get to use recreation areas, can fish and use their boats, use trail systems and not move every 

day. See some increases but will lose those who shouldn’t be there.  

 

  3. Fishing Regulations – Doug Nygren, fisheries division director, presented this report 

to the Commission (Exhibit Q). Second workshop of fishing regulation changes for 2019. Start 

with the reference document where we list length and creel limits that are different than 

statewide regulations. At Lovewell Reservoir, add a 10-inch minimum length limit and a 20/day 

creel limit on crappie; and Glen Elder Reservoir, add a 10-inch minimum length limit on crappie, 

already have 20/day creel limit. Ben did fantastic job on bluegill, explaining our desire to 

improve bluegill fishing through a slot length limit and reduced creel; four waters we want to 

experiment with to enhance populations by moving fish through a slot and hopefully out the 

backside at nine inches while still allowing people to harvest small fish for bait. Kanopolis 

Reservoir 35-inch minimum length limit on blue catfish as we are trying to establish a new 

fishery there and protecting those fish until we start to see natural reproduction and age on 

population. Move on to other regulation changes: 115-25-14, add two trout lakes; Eisenhower 

State Park Pond and Coffeyville LeClere Lake to Type 1 lakes, which means anyone 16 and over 

would have to have a trout permit. Currently have two Youth/Mentor Fishing Ponds: Pratt Kid’s 

Pond and Demon Lake in Dodge City, and have five new locations; Wilson State ark Pond, 

Kanopolis State Park Pond, Melvern Mentoring Pond, Fall River State Park Pond and Elk City 

State Park Pond we want to set aside for child and mentor to fish together, valuable to have kids 

fish with family and reinforces fishing as a wholesome activity. 

115-18-10: Basically, this is the prohibited species list, and when we see something we don’t 

want we put them on the list, which makes it illegal for people to possess them. We want to add 

the marbled crayfish, talked about this last time. This is a species that can reproduce by cloning 

itself, doesn’t require two individuals; a scary situation that could be detrimental to our native 

crayfish. Chairman Lauber – When you do this, do you send notification to pet shops? How does 

somebody know they can’t possess one? Nygren – It would be up to us to do just that. When we 

added snakeheads several years ago we bought existing stock of snakeheads, so they would not 

have a financial loss and notified them they could no longer have them. Chairman Lauber – We 

don’t know if any in the state? Nygren – We do not, but not aware of any. 
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115-17-2: commercial sale of bait fish. Proposing to remove common carp, including coy, from 

list of species that can be sold for bait. The Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies is 

undertaking a new trojan Y technology which has promised to help eradicate invasive species 

and to make that work you don’t want anyone bringing in any new individuals that would slow 

implementation of a program to eliminate an invasive species. Hope they will target common 

carp and hopefully over next few years be involved with taking first steps toward eradicating 

common carp. 

115-7-2: general provisions, this has to do with people using illegal electrofishing devices that 

we shared with you at the last commission meeting. When fish come to the surface taking them 

with a bow; the compromise was, rather than ban bowfishing statewide, ban on rivers where they 

could be deployed clandestinely. On reservoir less likely but could still do it. Could allow 

bowfishing on reservoirs that don’t have a length limit on catfish. 

115-7-3: taking of fish and use of baitfish for minnows, proposed reacting to request to allow 

larger mesh size for cast netters. Looking at maybe three-quarter inch, not nailed down yet. That 

would satisfy their desire to catch larger gizzard shad to be used for bait in waters where taken. 

Tymeson – Go back to coy or common carp, would you also want to put them on the prohibited 

species list? Nygren – That would be something we would want to consider because it will be 

important for us to stop the import of any more of them. Tymeson – First step of that. Nygren – 

Not down the road far enough yet to add to prohibitive species list, probably take three to four 

years to develop brood stock to start producing first trojan Y males. Tymeson – Would the 

agency be producing that or another state agency? Nygren – The Association of Fish and 

Wildlife Agencies will be focusing on multiple species; already doing brook trout, which are 

being produced by Idaho and they are making trojan Y brood stock available to other states. One 

state might be an expert in one species and another state in another species. There is also interest 

in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service federal hatcheries to get involved, talking about carp being 

produced at Gavin’s Point fish hatchery on the Missouri River. Not clear yet but we have plenty 

of time to put on prohibited species list. 

We have a revised aquatic nuisance species designated waters list (Aquatic Nuisance Species 

Designated Waters – Exhibit R). We did have a finding of zebra mussels at Geary SFL last year, 

but it happened too late to put on the list, so the only change so far is to add the finding at Geary 

SFL. No new locations this year so far, hopeful that will remain and a testament to measures we 

have been taking to stop the spread. 

   

  4. Coast Guard Navigation Rules – Dan Hesket, Law Enforcement Division assistant 

director, presented this update to the Commission (Exhibit S). Proposal is to adopt title 33 of 

code of federal regulation (CFR) Part 83 by reference into our regulations, which governs inland 

navigation rules.  

 

  5. Webless Migratory Bird Regulations – Rich Schultheis, migratory game bird 

biologist, presented this report to the Commission (Exhibit T). Hoping this would be in public 

hearing but due to changes in process hope to at next commission meeting. KAR 115-20-7, 

which contains taking methods, legal equipment and possession of migratory doves, initially 

adopted in 2009 in conjunction with establishing our exotic dove season. When we removed 

exotic doves from regulation in 2017 we can now defer to federal regulations and this is no 

longer necessary. Recommendation is to revoke of 115-20-7.  

 



  6. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) – Rich Schultheis presented this update to the 

Commission. Had summary at last meeting had members of unmanned aerial task force reported 

on potential use of UAVs by department staff. Also, some information pertaining to public use 

on department owned and managed lands. We have existing regulations are in place to prohibit 

UAV use on department owned and managed lands without prior authorization of the department 

secretary. A list of state parks that will offer specific UAV operating areas is in development. 

I’m here today because we are going to be recommending some changes to regulations, 

including the definition of UAVs in 115-1-1. This regulation will be in workshop session for at 

least one more meeting. Tymeson – Hopefully we will be ready to vote in November and the 

language will track what is already in statute for stalking. Chairman Lauber – Got call last winter 

from guys fishing at Pomona where a UAV hovered near their boat and they thought a game 

warden was checking them out. Schultheis – Maybe it was a competing fisherman checking out 

his hotspot.  
 
  7. ASK Program Update – Jessica Rice, administrative support and ASK program 

coordinator, Kansas City, presented this update to the Commission (Exhibit U). ASK stands for 

Adaptive Sportsmen of Kansas program, spearheaded by Assistant Secretary Todd Workman. It 

is designed to provide added mobility for hunters with disabilities. That will be accomplished 

through reservable department-owned track chairs. They are track driven, all-terrain powered 

wheelchairs. They allow users to safely navigate and maneuver through Kansas rough terrain. 

We are planning to purchase a total of eight chairs, two of each housed in four corners of the 

state. They will be made available for public use on a first-come first-serve basis at preapproved 

events like special hunts and other conservation-based events as determined by the department. 

The purchase of these track chairs, associated trailers and generators was made possible by a 

Pittman/Robertson grant as well as donations. One donation was made on behalf of Bushnell, 

that has generously committed $20,000 for this program. While still in the works and we have 

several loose ends to tie up we wanted the commissioners to be the first ones to know about this 

program and the exciting possibilities. We have a kick-off event planned piggy-backing off 

special hunt already schedule at Marion Wildlife Area the first weekend of muzzleloader season, 

September 21-23 and use all eight chairs and raise awareness for the program and hopefully 

more donations to help support the program. Commissioner Cross – Would it be reservation 

program? Rice – Yes. Commissioner Cross - How do you determine who gets to go, first-come 

first-serve on the reservation? Rice – Yes and it has to be through already approved events, not 

available to individuals per se. Commissioner Williams – How fast do they move? Rice – Not 

fast, up to 12 miles per hour and they hold a charge for about five miles at a time, so the 

generators will be inside the trailers to charge on-the-go.  They also have gun mounts and fishing 

pole holders. 
 

XII. OLD BUSINESS 

 

XIII. OTHER BUSINESS 

 

 A. Future Meeting Locations and Dates 

 

October 25, 2018 – Colby, Colby Community Building, cancelled 

November 15, 2018 – Russell – Fossil Creek Hotel, Dole-Specter Conference Center 

December 13, 2018 – Wichita – Great Plains Nature Center  
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January 17, 2019 – Lawrence 

February 21, 2019 - Salina 

March 28, 2019 – Topeka 

Commissioner Rider – December 20 would work better for me. Tymeson – The only reason we 

suggested December 13 is because it is close to holiday. It doesn’t matter regulatorily, just need 

date available. Discussion on December date, moved to December 20. Sheila Kemmis – If we are 

going to cancel October meeting, move Colby meeting to April. After discussion, cancelled 

October and moved to April 25. 
 
XIV. ADJOURNMENT 
 
Adjourned at 5:27 pm. 
 


